Betrayal and contraband – the identity adventure of the Soviet Moldovan in the Romanian capitalism
and the identity dream of the EU
In 1990, after 20 years of Soviet life and education, I left the USSR and settled in Romania. After 20 years
spent in Romania and in the EU space, every time I talk about “us” I am asked to specify who are those
“us” / “we” and whom do I mean by it. And every time I realise the others’ perception is the same as
confused as our own sometimes is. Who are “we”, those who apparently have the same culture and come
form the USSR? Are we Soviets, are we “Russians”, are we “Moldovans”, or are we “second-rank
Romanians”? In my presentation I shall try to retell the journey of this group of post-Soviet people who have
tried to redefine their identity in the new social and political construction they are living in. How is this new
identity remodelled and what is left of the old one in the new context? What causes these identities to be
fluid?
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